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Abstract
We examine the problem of retrieving high resolution textures of objects observed in multiple videos under small
object deformations. In the monocular case, the data redundancy necessary to reconstruct a high-resolution image
stems from temporal accumulation. This has been vastly
explored and is known as image super-resolution. On the
other hand, a handful of methods have considered the texture of a static 3D object observed from several cameras,
where the data redundancy is obtained through the different
viewpoints. We introduce a unified framework to leverage
both possibilities for the estimation of an object’s high resolution texture. This framework uniformly deals with any
related geometric variability introduced by the acquisition
chain or by the evolution over time. To this goal we use
2D warps for all viewpoints and all temporal frames and a
linear image formation model from texture to image space.
Despite its simplicity, the method is able to successfully
handle different views over space and time. As shown experimentally, it demonstrates the interest of temporal information to improve the texture quality. Additionally, we also
show that our method outperforms state of the art multiview super-resolution methods existing for the static case.

Figure 1. Input view 768 × 576 resolution with up-sampling by
factor of three, B EETHOVEN dataset. Super-resolved 2304 × 1728
output of our algorithm rendered from identical viewpoint.

process is not enough to guarantee good texture coverage
and high quality renderings or close-ups. Because several
such input video streams are available in this context, and
in order to take advantage of all the information they carry,
we naturally turn to the various sources of data redundancy
to boost texture quality. Following 2D monocular superresolution techniques that successfully regain details from
low resolution images, we consider here a similar framework for multi-viewpoint videos.
Such a framework is however significantly different from
2D super-resolution. First, dealing with multiple video
streams is a different problem than using only one, where
little parallax is usually assumed to occur. In a multi-view
scenario, the intrinsic appearance of a single 3D object is
only partially visible in each view, and observed only after
being perspective projected, distorted by 3D geometry, and
self-occluded. The 3D geometry itself is subject to reconstruction error and thus uncertain. Seamlessly blending and
super-resolving the different input contributions into one
single coherent texture space, while accounting for all such
sources of variability is thus quite challenging. In fact it has
only recently started to be addressed as such [10] for static
objects.

1. Introduction
Gathering appearance information of objects through
multi-camera observations is a challenging problem, of particular interest for multi-view capture systems. In such systems, typically, a geometric model is reconstructed, tracked
or refined to be as close as possible to reality. Adding
an appearance or texture layer to this geometric information plays an essential part in the realism of the result,
and is often more important than geometric detail to convey the object’s visual aspect. Applications of this acquisition pipeline, such as broadcast, special effects or entertainment, among others, are very highly demanding in terms
of quality. Yet, even with state of the art multi-camera studio equipment, simply reprojecting texture from any one
of the high resolution video streams used in the acquisition
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But to fully exploit data redundancy, temporal accumulation of all views also needs to be examined. Not only is it
an additional source of data, but interestingly temporal accumulation might make it possible to obtain high quality results with a sparser set of viewpoints than in the static case.
This is not without its own source of difficulties. More often
than not the subjects of interest are of arbitrarily deformable
nature, such as human actors. This means that consistent
temporal accumulation of texture data can only be done by
realigning the relevant parts of the texture from one temporal frame to another, and accounting for sources of geometric variability. Fortunately, recent progress in non-rigid
surface tracking methods [3] offer a path to resolve such
issues, which we open with this work.
Overview. Generalizing existing multi-view appearance
super-resolution work to the temporal domain requires a robust model of variability. As the appearance of subjects may
drastically change over the long run, we focus in this paper
on small non-rigid motions of the subject around a stable
pose and observed appearance. We propose to deal with
the largest non-rigid motion component using a surfacetracking method [3], and to compensate for any remaining geometry perturbations with a per-view, per-time frame
warp. This per-view registration popularized in various rendering techniques [20, 8] has the large advantage of uniformly dealing with all sources of error, calibration, reconstruction, temporal misalignments and ghosting for our texture super-resolution, and is one of the major contributions
of the paper. This paper is also the first, to our knowledge,
to deal both with multiple viewpoints and temporal frames
to build one common super-resolved texture, as opposed
to [21] which enhance the input views directly, and [10]
which only deals with the static multi-view aspect. Warping
is done on an intermediate, high-resolution projected proxy
of the model texture, where variability can be appropriately
densely compensated (§3.1). We also expose a straightforward model and algorithm for this task, illustrated in Fig. 2.
We notably show that some linear models [17] of the image
formation can be generalized to the multi-view, multi-frame
case (§3), as well as the monocular noise models (§4). We
exhibit a two-stage iterative algorithm (§5), whose convergence is illustrated in experiments (§6). Our validation protocol also includes favorable comparison with the closest
state of the art method [10], at the intersection of the validity domains of the methods (static, multi-view texture resolution case). Furthermore, we quantitatively demonstrate
the convergence and temporal improvement of our method
over using the same number of views in the static case.

2. Related Work
View-Dependent Texturing. Various strategies exist to
retrieve and render the appearance of objects from input

views and given a viewpoint, a geometric reconstruction
being assumed available in general. One of the first proposed is to reproject and blend view contributions according to visibility and viewpoint-to-surface angle [7]. Viewdependent techniques have been generalized to model and
approximate the plenoptic function for the scene object,
capturing view dependent shading effects [2] but this requires many dense views. Imperfect proxies and other geometric errors create rendering misalignments (ghosting),
which various techniques correct with an additional imagespace registration step [8], building a local basis of appearance variability [5], or refining the geometry proxy [19]. By
nature, these methods are not targeted to capture intrinsic,
view-independent texture properties and generally do not
exploit viewpoint redundancy to super-resolve visual quality, nor do they easily extend to the time domain for deformable objects as proposed.
Multi-View Texture Estimation. To store intrinsic details of the acquired object and later render them, numerous
methods build an image-based texture atlas to store appearance information, where each texel blends contributions
from each view. Realignment is often proposed again to
avoid ghosting [20, 15], but a second strategy exists which
instead builds the texture as a mosaics of unique-view contributions, whose seam locations are optimized to minimize
appearance change between fragments [14]. Interestingly,
this strategy was extended to the temporal domain [13].
Only a handful of particularly relevant works examine how
to super-resolve fine appearance detail from viewpoint redundancy at a single time frame [12, 10]. We propose an
improved, unified model to deal with geometric variability due to reconstruction error and small deformation across
time for multi-view super-resolution.
Video Super-Resolution While very few works exist
concerning super-resolution techniques applied in a multiview context, the problem has been extensively studied
in the monocular case. The image formation model is
well identified, as a geometric warping, blurring and subsampling process of the initial high-resolution image [1].
Two features of particular interest to us are that this model
can be represented by a stack of linear transforms, and that
Bayesian models have been developed to explicit the noise
dependencies and priors over the target image and estimated
warps [9, 17]. L1-norm based priors and total variation (TV)minimization are increasingly popular [17] for their image restoration qualities. Notably, super-resolving multiple
videos of a moving subject was examined in a performance
capture context, but only for the input viewpoints [21]. Our
model proposes temporal and multi-view super-resolution,
yet super-resolves a single, intrinsic appearance map which
can be re-used to render new viewpoints.
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Figure 2. Summary of image formation model and problem notation.

3. Image Formation Model
Our goal is to estimate an appearance map T of an object of interest from a set of input color images {Iti }, where
i ∈ {1, · · · , ni } is the camera number and t ∈ {1, · · · , nt }
the time. We assume a temporally coherent mesh model
of the object, i.e. whose connectivity is time independent
but of varying pose {Mt }, obtained by tracking the surface
tracking [3].

3.1. High Resolution Projection
We project the texture to a high resolution (HR) image
{Hti } for each viewpoint {i, t}. Before reaching Hti , the
texels of T undergo two geometric transformations.
Texture Mapping. For the appearance to be mapped to
the mesh, a geometric mapping function must map each
texel of T to the mesh surface. Thanks to fixed connectivity of the mesh across time, only one such function τ
needs to be defined. Conformal mappings are preferred, because preservation of angles ensure low distortion during
the transfer, such that the texel density of T is kept homogeneous on the 3D surface. Note that due to potential cuts
and non-zero genus topology of the objects of interest, τ
may not be continuous and may have a support region with
several connected components (or charts) in the texture domain. To obtain τ , we use [18], which yields large charts
with relatively few components, a useful feature for regularization and to avoid continuity artifacts.
Projection to High Resolution Image. We assume projections {πit } are known for each view i and time t. A texel
at texture location x is mapped to a geometric point τ (x)
on model Mt , this point is then projected in view {i, t} at
point πit ◦ τ (x). This projection model is intended to provide a high resolution image space to be able to precisely
compute a correction warp, which remaps the texture con-

tributions with the matching content of input images Iti . In
particular we do not model any optical blur here; rather for
each HR pixel q we collect all texel contributions projecting within. Because calibration and 3D models are available, we can use GPU z-rendering to filter out non-visible
texels [7]. Occasionally the density of projected texels is
insufficient (i.e. in high curvature regions of the surface) for
a pixel to receive any texture samples. In this situation we
assume the underlying surface appearance perceived by this
pixel is an interpolation of neighboring texels. For a uniform, continuous treatment of both cases, we combine all
texel contributions falling in the vicinity of q by a spatial
Gaussian weight with small variance σp2 , and normalize to
one the sum of texel contribution weights for a pixel q. The
continuity of this scheme ensures that no artificial discontinuity is created as a result of a discrepancy in the treatment
of these cases. This insures that samples present at the pixel
contribute overwhelmingly when present at the center of the
pixel, and that the pixel is computed as a weighted sum of
texels further away otherwise.
Note that, with this formulation, HR pixels are a linear
combination of texels of T. Let Pti be the resulting sparse
projection operator such that Hti = Pti T, appropriately collecting the weights previously discussed after being mapped
and projected in view {i, t}. Each Pti can be stored as a
sparse matrix with wHti × hHti rows and wT × hT columns,
respectively HR image resolution and the chosen texture
resolution.

3.2. Inputs as Warped, Downsampled HR Images
To generate an input image from each HR image Hti , the
HR image is first warped according to the different apparent
sources of variability impacting the input image - calibration error, distortion, model geometry error - using a dense
warp field Wit . This warp results in a linear operator over
the HR image, which we note FWt . The image then trai
verses the optical system, where it is blurred and captured

by the CCD which performs light integration at every photosite. Following 2D super-resolution literature [1, 9] this
is generally modeled using a Point Spread Function (PSF)
with the form of a Gaussian blur kernel, followed by an
image subsampling stage. Both operations can be written
as linear operators, the image-wide blur operator K and
subsampling operator S, which are applied to the HR image to obtain a view’s observed image Iti = SKHti . Remarkably, in its noiseless form, the full image formation
model can thus be noted as a single, sparse linear operator
Ati = SKFWt Pti for each view {i, t}, with wIti × hIti rows
i
and wT × hT columns, such that Iti = Ati T for each view
{i, t}. This elegantly generalizes the linear formation models used in various 2D super-resolution models [17] to the
3D+t case.

4. Bayesian Generative Model
The linear model previously discussed describes how input pixels are obtained through warping and blending of
texels in noiseless fashion. As in the 2D case, inverting
the problem to estimate T and the warps Wit from Iti is illposed, non-convex, and noise ridden [1]. We thus introduce
a noise model and priors for better problem conditioning,
formulating the solution as a MAP estimation over T, and
the warps {Wit } for all views and temporal frames {i, t}:
{T̂, {Ŵit }} = arg maxT,{Wit } p(T, {Wit }|{Iti }),

(1)

where the posterior is a product of prior and likelihood:
Y
Y
p(T, {Wit }|{Iti }) = p(T)
p(Wit )
p(Iti |Wit , T). (2)
i,t

i,t

Prior Terms. To ensure sparsity of variations of the estimated texture and warp, we impose minimal Total Variation
(TV) constraints on appearance image T and each Wit :
1
e−λk∇Tk ,
(3)
ZT (λ)
t
t
1
p(Wit ) =
e−ν (k∇ui k+k∇vi k) ,
(4)
ZW (γ)
P
where ∇ is the gradient operator, k∇Tk = q k∇T(q)k =
P
q (kTx (q)k + kTy (q)k), the sum over pixel index q of the
L1 -norm over spatial image derivatives of T(q). The same
definition holds for uti and vit , the x- and y- components
of the warp Wit . ZT (λ), ZW (γ) denote the normalization
constants of both distributions.
The TV constraint ensures that T is treated as a natural image to be restored with sparse and preserved edges.
However, a discontinuity between some neighboring object surface points can be created due to necessary cuts
in the mesh unwrapping algorithm, leading some mapped

texels to appear in different charts despite their proximity
on the surface [13]. For such texels, we carefully compute gradients by computing the transform of axis directions as reprojected in the chart where surface neighbors
were mapped [10, 11]. This minimizes discontinuities in
treatment across chart boundaries in the estimation.
Data Term. Under the assumption that the noise is independent per pixel given the information about the texture,
model and cameras, we impose a Gaussian prior for each
frame {i, t} :
p(Iti |Wit , T) =

t
t
> t t
t
1
e−(Ii −Ai T) Di (Ii −Ai T) ,
Z(Dti )

(5)

where Dti is a diagonal covariance matrix introduced to allow different noise characteristics per pixel q, and Z(Dti ) a
normalization function of Dti . In 2D super-resolution models, a single variance per input image is usually used, with
the i.i.d. noise assumption [9]. However when acquiring
appearance in the 3D case it is well known that contributions need to be modulated according to the angle θq between viewing vector and local surface normal [7]. This
can be purposely identified in the generative model, where
each diagonal element d(θq ) of Dti materializes the breadth
of the underlying Gaussian predictive model and thus the
confidence in the pixel. We set this value as a robust, conservative function of θq given in §6, which we assume fixed
for the purpose of estimation, under small warp perturbations. Note that this is a valid assumption since visibility
and grazing angles are generally stable, as we assume given
the full poses of the model Mt for all frames.

5. Inference
Directly maximizing all variables in (1) is intrinsically
hard and seldom done in the literature. We opt for a coordinate descent scheme, alternating between T and Wit .

p(T) =

Appearance Map. We maximize (1) by minimizing its
negative log, dropping all terms independent of T:
X
T̂ = arg min
(Iti −Ati T)> Dti (Iti −Ati T) + λk∇Tk, (6)
T

i,t

where the data term develops to a weighted sum of per-pixel
L2 -norms. Although not specifically using a robust data
term norm here as opposed to some works, we nevertheless
obtain excellent results enforcing robustness through the
constant covariance matrix Dti , as will be shown. Optimizing a L2 data term with a TV-regularizer has been specifically studied [4], yielding a family of forward-backward
splitting solvers whose implementation are available offthe-shelf [6]. Let us note fd (T) and fTV (T) the data and

the TV-term. Forward-backward splitting is an iterative algorithm for estimating T, alternating between computing a
gradient update step and projection proxγ,fTV which computes an implicit subgradient descent step for the TV-norm.
Tn+1 = proxγ,fTV (Tn − γ∇fd (Tn )) ,

(7)

where γ is a step-size parameter. Our re-weighted functional (6) only implies a modification of the gradient update with respect to the standard case, with ∇fd (Tn ) =
>
2Ati Dti (Ati Tn − Iti ).
Warp Estimates. We independently estimate each Wit for
an input view {i, t}. Minimizing the negative log of (1), and
dropping all terms independent of Wit yields:

Ŵit = arg minWit ν k∇uti k + k∇vit k
+

(8)

(Iti −SKFWt Pti T)> Dti (Iti −SKFWt Pti T),
i
i

which can be interpreted as a modified optical flow equation
with a TV-regularizer, where the data term is re-weighted
by Dti . The intuition here is that the minimization favors
the TV prior of sparse variation over the data term for untrustworthy pixels according to Dti , and puts more relative
importance on trying to follow data on reliable pixels. We
opt for a similar strategy to [17] for solving this equation,
and initialize the estimation of Wit with the result of a standard optical flow method [16], applied between Hti and an
upsampled Iti at each iteration.

6. Experiments
We exhibit results with a MATLAB prototype implementation, and run experiments on a 16-core 2.4 GHz PC
with 32GB RAM1 . Our current implementation is mainly
mono-thread, with the exception of the optical flow which
we launch in 10 separate threads. To initialize the algorithm, we first use a small C++/OpenGL program to render
visibility maps from texture to image space, then initialize
the texture map with a simple weighted average of visible
inputs. The visibility maps are also used to generate each
projection matrix operator Pti . We use the Optical Flow
package from Liu et al. [16] for per-iteration optical flow
initialization, and the UNLocBOX package [6] for the texture re-estimation in the loop. We use a threshold on the
relative norm of the objective function (6) as stopping criterion, and observe convergence in 30 to 70 iterations for a
given λ. The execution time of the algorithm is in the range
of 30 minutes to an hour per iteration depending on the
dataset, number of views and number of frames. These are
not a good indication of the final achievable performance
as many enhancements are possible, including making the
1 See

video results at http://hal.inria.fr/hal-00977755

flow and image update estimations massively parallel on a
GPU, better inter-time flow bootstraps as suggested by [17],
more compact data-structures, C++ inner loop.
Parameter values. We set the Gaussian variances with
σp = 0.25 and σk = 0.1, respectively for the projection
weight and PSF kernel K, for all datasets. Although these
could be optimized alongside other parameters, we observe
low sensitivity to these parameters when set in the [0.1, 1]
range. Higher values introduce over-blurring, while lower
values tend to reveal the underlying discretization of the
texture map (σp < 0.1) or the input image (σk < 0.1).
We also fix the convergence parameters to γ = 0.05 and
λ = 5.10−4 for all experiments, using a second and third
round of iterations with λ = 5.10−5 and λ = 5.10−6 to
down-weigh TV-regularization and thus reveal higher frequency detail. We set d(θq ) = C1 e−s tan θq as a faster approximation of a normal distribution over the angles of the
perceived surface, and use C to normalize these weight contributions to 1 among all pixels that see a common texel x
to obtain
P homogeneous weights among pixels in the data
term i,q=τ ◦πt (x) d(θq ) = 1. We use s = 7π/16 over
i
all experiments. This weight is more conservative than the
cos θq weight usually used for blending in multi-view texturing techniques [7], and yields improved results in our experiments, as it downgrades unreliable contributions from
surface points at a grazing angle.

6.1. Static Multi-View Comparison
We compare our model with the latest state of the art
multi-view texture super-resolution technique of Goldlücke
et al. [10]. As the latter does not deal with temporal
sequences, the comparison is performed on the common
applicability domain, i.e. static images, as shown Fig. 3.
The authors provide a public dataset for three objects
B EETHOVEN , B UNNY and B IRD, and kindly provided additional data on request, so we could reproduce the experiment in the closest possible setup. This included a high
resolution output of their algorithm for the viewpoint originally reported per dataset in [10], to which we compare our
high resolution output. We use the same super-resolution ratio of 3× the input resolution for the texture and high resolution image domains. Respectively 108, 52 and 52 calibrated
viewpoints were originally used at resolution 768×576. We
have used identical views, and also use identical 3D models
except for the B IRD dataset, for which we observed large
reconstruction and silhouette reprojection artifacts on the
model provided. In fairness we thus only provide crops in
regions where the 3D model geometry is not significantly
different.
It can be generally observed that our outputs provide
lower noise levels and artifacts. This is particularly visible in the B UNNY dataset, in the ear region and shadow

Figure 3. Comparison on B UNNY, B EETHOVEN and B IRD datasets. Left column: input images. Middle: output of [10]. Right: our
algorithm. Best viewed magnified and in color.

region around the left eye. The B EETHOVEN exhibits some
visibility difficulties due to the face geometry and presence
of concave regions around the nose and hair, which generate artifacts for [10]. In contrast, our method is able to deal
with these situations efficiently. A single texture domain cut
is present on the nose but the discontinuity is barely visible
thanks to the inter-chart terms we introduced. More accurate details and sharper pattern borders can be observed on
the B IRD wing and tail, notably in the feather textures.

6.2. Temporal Superresolution Validation
To evaluate our approach on the temporal aspect,
we introduce three synchronised datasets, G OAL K EEPER,
BACKPACK and ACTOR, in Fig. 4. The datasets were acquired with three different setups and camera models so as
to maximize testing variability. All 3D models were obtained using silhouette-based reconstruction techniques and
thus yield largely imperfect models. G OAL K EEPER consists of 21 calibrated viewpoints at 1024 × 1024, which we
downsample to 512 × 512 for the purpose of evaluation.
BACKPACK consists of 15 viewpoints of a person, with resolution 1624 × 1224. ACTOR consists of 11 viewpoints in
resolution 1920 × 1080. The ACTOR dataset is arguably the
most difficult one, with lower views and higher noise lev-

els both in the images and the reconstruction. We focus on
small motions of the three subjects, and test the method for
2 to 7 frames. Significant improvements can be seen in the
figure through temporal accumulation.
There are several difficulties in designing an experiment
to quantify this improvement, such as the absence of ground
truth data in texture space for real datasets. Synthetic
datasets are less than ideal for image restoration and superresolution problems: a significant conclusion can only be
achieved if the different sources of variability are correctly
introduced and simulated: sensor noise, calibration error, local reconstruction errors, specularities, temporal misalignments. Instead, we focus here on showing the temporal
improvement by running our algorithm on a 2× downsampled version of the G OALKEEPER dataset, and comparing
our reprojected result with the higher resolution inputs using the mean squared error metric (MSE). Fig. 5 shows the
result of this experiment, with convergence curves from one
frame (static case) to three frames, and MSE’s evaluated on
the 21 input views. Several observations can be made from
these curves. First, they illustrate convergence of the iterations toward the high resolution ground truth. Second the
temporal improvement leveraged by our algorithm is validated in two forms: acceleration of the rate of convergence
using more temporal frames, and improvement of the final
result quality over using only one temporal frame.

Figure 5. Results from G OALKEEPER dataset. We computed the
mean value over frames of the Mean Square Error between our
output and high resolution ground truth image. The resolution of
input images is 512 × 512 and of the super-resolved output images is 1024 × 1024. We use a time step of 2 in experiments,
corresponding to an acquisition frequency of 15Hz.

7. Discussion
We have presented a novel method to retrieve a single, coherent texture from several viewpoints and temporal frames of a deformable subject. The noiseless formation model introduced is linear from texture space to image space, and noise and regularization are achieved using
a Bayesian framework. We have demonstrated the usefulness of this approach with respect to state of the art,
and quantified the convergence and temporal improvement.
The method opens several interesting research possibilities. First, more of the parameters and variability could
be automatically learned, such as the projection parameters and regularization weight. The framework proposed
enables this, with adapted convergence algorithms. Second,
the trade-off between using more views or more temporal
frames could be further explored to understand how each
modality contributes to the result. Third, longer term resilience could be explored as an extension of this model.
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Figure 4. This figure illustrates various temporal improvements and detail enhancements obtained with various acquired datasets, comparing different convergence using one or several temporal frames. Top: G OAL K EEPER dataset. Left: output of Frame 3. Input is compared
to Frame 1 and Frame 3 for each close-up. Middle: BACKPACK dataset. Input on left, Frame 1 and Frame 2 comparisons for close-ups.
Details are revived on the backpack, T-shirt and pants. Bottom: ACTOR; left to right: full result with three frames, close-up comparison
between input, against Frame 1 and Frame 3. Best viewed magnified and in color.

